Morphology Dependent Assessment of Resilience for Urban Areas
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Abstract: The formation of new threats and the increasing complexity of urban built infrastructures underline the need for more robust and sustainable systems, which are able to cope with adverse events. Achieving sustainability requires the strengthening of resilience. Currently, a comprehensive approach for the quantification of resilience of urban infrastructure is missing. Within this paper, a new generalised mathematical framework is presented. A clear definition of terms and their interaction builds the basis of this resilience assessment scheme. Classical risk-based as well as additional components are aligned along the timeline before, during and after disruptive events, to quantify the susceptibility, the vulnerability and the response and recovery behavior of complex systems for multiple threat scenarios. The approach allows the evaluation of complete urban surroundings and enables a quantitative comparison with other development plans or cities. A comprehensive resilience framework should cover at least preparation, prevention, protection, response and recovery. The presented approach determines respective indicators and provides decision support, which enhancement measures are more effective. Hence, the framework quantifies for instance, if it is better to avoid a hazardous event or to tolerate an event with an increased robustness. An application example is given to assess different urban forms, i.e., morphologies, with consideration of multiple adverse events, like terrorist attacks or earthquakes, and multiple buildings. Each urban object includes a certain number of attributes, like the object use, the construction type, the time-dependent number of persons and the value, to derive different performance targets. The assessment results in the identification of weak spots with respect to single resilience indicators. Based on the generalised mathematical formulation and suitable combination of indicators, this approach can quantify the resilience of urban morphologies, independent of possible single threat types and threat locations.
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1. Introduction

Cities are key drivers for technological, organizational, social and economic innovation and well-being for individuals and the society. Sustainable progress in these domains depends on the availability of infrastructures and buildings. This also holds true for the scale of interaction and connectivity.

Agglomerated areas comprise a high degree of critical infrastructure. At the same time, critical infrastructures specify significantly the resilience and the robustness [1]. It is clearly observable that systems, cities and infrastructures will become more complex and interconnected [2]. Due to this
change, the failure of a single element increases the probability to produce cascading effects with unexpected consequences [3] as well as emergent threats.

Industrialization and population growth are the main reasons for an increasing urban population. This fact is clearly observable in different studies, as stated in the report of the United Nations [4]. It results in a changing density of population, a higher degree of urbanization and an increasing focus on hazard vulnerability reduction and resilience [5].

A further challenge is the formation of new threats. According to Branscomb [1], cities are increasingly vulnerable to three kinds of disasters:

- natural, like hurricanes, floods or earthquakes,
- technogenic, resulting from human error and failing infrastructure, like a power failure, and
- terrorism, “a growing and important asymmetric threat which can pick targets anywhere” [6].

In summary, the rising urbanization, growing complexity of critical infrastructure and formation and increase of new and old threats lead to the need to manage possible hazardous events and their corresponding consequences in an ever-increasing number, especially in urban areas. These aspects motivate the need of sustainable cities, which are able to cope with adverse events.

Based on the new challenges for urban areas, this paper focuses on how the built urban environment, urban spaces, buildings and infrastructure can better cope with potentially adverse and disruptive events. The overarching aim is to contribute from an engineering–technical science driven perspective to the sustainability of urban areas and infrastructures. Achieving sustainability requires the strengthening of resilience [7].

The concept of resilience is used in a great variety of interdisciplinary work concerned with the interaction of people and nature [8]. Examples can be found in social sciences [9,10] or engineering disciplines [11–13]. There are approaches which give a holistic overview but results in qualitative measures [14]. Other methods have no detailed information concerning the recovery behavior after a disruptive event [15,16] or focus on single scenarios and objects [17], which require a manual reapplication, if there are deviations or uncertainties. In summary, there is a need for the development of a clear analysis scheme for the quantification of resilience of urban areas. The assessment focuses on the identification on weak spots to circumvent a pure scenario-driven approach.

An urban area reflects a complex and dynamic composition of different zonings and functions, which defines the urban form and have a lasting effect on the sustainability, the resilience [18,19] as well as the coping capacity with disruptive events [10]. Within this paper, different urban footprints are evaluated to investigate the resilience depending on the morphology. Building density, building dimensions, construction types and object use are main parameter, which will be varied within the investigations and the introduced framework can give contributions to new development plans to reflect or incorporate resilience indicators and to shape a sustainable environment.

Section 2 introduces a generalized framework for the evaluation of resilience and Section 3 follows with a mathematical definition of single components of that framework. Certain analysis examples for different urban forms and the discussion of the assessment scheme are shown in Section 4. A summary and conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Generalized Framework to Quantify Expected Losses and Recovery Processes

Findings from different approaches to evaluate resilience are sighted, compared and consolidated to propose a novel framework with the aim to quantify resilience, which requires a clear definition of terms. Based on the interdisciplinary research in the field of resilience, there are different interpretations concerning the definition and of that term [20]. Within the present work, the resilience cycle (Figure 1 left) according to Thoma [21] is used as definition. Therefore, resilience is defined as:

“The ability to repel, prepare for, take into account, absorb, recover from and adapt ever more successfully to actual or potential adverse events. Those events are either catastrophes or processes of change with catastrophic outcome, which can have human, technical or natural causes.”
As shown by Bruneau [11] or Kröger [3], a performance-time relation can be used to describe the resilience of a system. A generalized and simplified shape of one such relation shows the right picture of Figure 1. A catastrophic event causes a disruption and a sudden performance loss at time $t_0$, which is followed by a response stabilization and recovery process. Resilience can be measured by the size of the expected degradation of performance over time, as indicated with the green area in the right diagram of Figure 1. Single phases of the resilience cycle can be assigned using performance-time diagrams for suitable system parameter and determine the effectiveness of single indicators and, if approved, to measure the resilience of the system. As indicated in Figure 1, measures of preparation and prevention will extend the time before disruptive events or avoid them completely. The drop of the system performance indicators is a measure of the level of protection and vulnerability. Efficient response decreases the degree of disruption and helps to start to bounce back quickly after the shock event. Finally, the resilience phase recovery describes all the aspects of relaxation, recovery and possible learning and the preparation for future events.

Based on the definitions in [22] and Figure 1, the aim of the proposed framework is the characterization of a performance target over time as basis for resilience quantification. Several components are integrated to achieve this objective and a generalized overview is given in Figure 2. The assessment scheme can be separated into two main parts. Under the assumption of a threat occurrence, the deterministic part uses physical models to quantify the intensity of a hazard source and the corresponding damage effects (vulnerability). A certain degree of recovery is required based on the resulting damage effects. The deterministic realm is applicable to derive a performance-time relation for a single threat, but requires the definition of a decisive scenario. Based on uncertainties that a certain threat event occurs, the deterministic part is coupled with a probabilistic realm. Stochastic methodologies are applied to evaluate the frequency and the exposition of a threat within the susceptibility approach. The combination of susceptibility and potential damage effects results in a risk-based vulnerability. Averaged results for multiple threat scenarios moves the approach from a scenario driven to a consequence based analysis for the identification of weak spots. The combination of weighted (risk-based) vulnerabilities and corresponding recovery processes consider a multitude of random scenarios and results in an averaged performance-time relation to characterize the resilience of a system, e.g., an urban surrounding. Single components of this framework can operate single phases of the resilience cycle (Figure 1).

Bruneau [11] states that resilience can be conceptualized “as encompassing four interrelated dimensions: technical, organizational, social and economic”. With regard to Bruneau, the introduced framework including the quantification of susceptibility and vulnerability cannot cover all aspects concerning the resilience of urban areas but can give essential contributions.

**Figure 1.** Five phases of the resilience cycle (left) according to [21] and their interpretation within a performance-time relation (right) for the quantification of resilience.
First results within the susceptibility and vulnerability approach of Figure 2 are published in [23] to evaluate terroristic explosive events in urban areas. Pre-defined construction types are applied to assess the physical damage effects of buildings with the use of engineering models [24,25], if an adverse event occurs. The susceptibility, i.e., the frequency of a hazardous event and the exposition of single urban objects, is derived with historical statistical data from the Terror Event Database [26,27], depending on the object use, the threat type and the region. Based on these essential findings, the approach is in this paper subsequently enlarged to compare the risk-based results between different morphologies in a quantitative way. Furthermore, the consideration of time scales allows the assessment of a recovery process to result in a single quantity for the resilience of urban objects. Subsequent, a mathematical formulation will introduce the interaction of single components of the presented framework.

3. Mathematical Formulation

In alignment to the introduced framework in Figure 2, an abstract model of an urban area $U$ is defined as a superset including a finite number of subsets, like free spaces $a_m$ or buildings $b_k$.

$$U = (a_m, b_k), \ m = 1, \ldots, n_{area}; \ k = 1, \ldots, n_{building}. \quad (1)$$

A single building $b_k$, $k = 1, \ldots, n_{building}$ is characterized by a position $\vec{r}_b$, a spatial extension dimension $L(b_k)$ and a type of object use $u_l(b_k)$, $l = 1, \ldots, n_{object type}$, like residential or office, for example.

A security relevant event, such as an explosion source or an earthquake within or close to an urban environment is defined as threat $T_i$. A threat can have different forms and the various threat types are expressed with the running index $i = 1, \ldots, n_{threat}$. A threat can occur at a number $j = 1, \ldots, n_{position}$ of possible locations $\vec{r}_j$. The physical hazard potential of a threat is described within a hazard model $H(T_i, \vec{r}_j; P)$ [22], as indicated in Equation (2). This model relates the threat type $T_i$ and the event location $\vec{r}_j$ to the urban environment $U$. The physical properties are defined within the attribute $P$ to characterize the (time dependent) hazard potential, like the magnitude of an earthquake, for example.

Depending on the intensity and the exposition, the occurrence of a threat can cause a certain type of consequences $D_g, g = 1, \ldots, n_{consequence type}$ at different locations in the urban surrounding $\vec{r}_o$, $o = 1, \ldots, n_{consequence position}$. Possible consequences of type $D_g$, like direct structural or non-structural damage at a building, at location $\vec{r}_k$ are characterized within the local what-if vulnerability $V(\vec{r}_k, D_g)$. An exemplary assessment of structural building damage can be realized with the use of single degree of freedom models [24] as basis for the collapse behavior of buildings [25]. Further details of the vulnerability assessment are described in [22].

Based on the degree of damage or loss of functionality, a certain degree of recovery is required to reach normal community activities and the initial performance of the investigated system, like an urban environment. The rebuild and recovery function $Q_{re}(l)$ characterize the time-dependent behavior as a...
stepwise linear function considering \( n_p, p = 1, \ldots, n \) recovery phases. A generalized sketch of this function is shown in the right picture of Figure 1.

This causal chain of threat occurrence, resulting vulnerability and required time-dependent recovery is summarized as

\[
H(T_i, \vec{r}_j; P) \rightarrow V(\vec{r}_k, D_g) \rightarrow Q_{np}(t)
\]  

(2)

and expresses the deterministic part of the introduced methodology in Figure 2. This mathematical expression is valid to describe arbitrary threat types and investigated systems. The application of physical or engineering models results in quantitative measures as basis for decision makers. In particular, for each building type and damage level, a recovery function with respective recovery phases is defined, e.g., by resorting to typical planning and construction times and respective subsystem availabilities. Exemplary construction type dependent recovery times are shown in the Appendix A in Table A1.

The prediction of a single threat type scenario can be fraught with inaccuracies because it is difficult to estimate the threat position and the threat intensity can vary. Based on this fact and in alignment to the generalized framework in Figure 2, the frequency that a certain threat \( T_i \) occurs at a certain position \( \vec{r}_j \in A_j \) is summarized within the susceptibility \( S(T_i, A_j) \) and hence the causal chain in Equation (2) can be weighted with a probability that such an event occurs on \( A_j \) in the urban surrounding. This step incorporates the probabilistic realm of the assessment scheme.

The introduction of an averaged time-dependent recovery process (Equation (3)) considers multiple threat types and intensities (index \( i \)), threat positions (index \( j \)) and urban objects (index \( k \)). Each combination is weighted with the corresponding susceptibility \( S(T_i, A_j) \). Equation (3) quantifies the averaged loss and recovery with respect to all possible threat events and urban objects, if a single event occurs:

\[
Q(t; n_p, D_g) = \sum_i \sum_j \sum_k Q_{np}(t \mid V(H(T_i, \vec{r}_j; P), \vec{r}_k, D_g)) \cdot S(T_i, A_j).
\]  

(3)

The summation of the performance-time relations in Equation (3) results in a single quantity to describe the resilience of urban environments. The recovery function \( Q \) for a single scenario is characterized with the deterministic part of the framework in Figure 2. The consideration of multiple scenarios and the corresponding probabilistic susceptibility weighting transfers the approach from a scenario driven to a consequence based approach.

The introduced framework combines statistical data and physical approaches to evaluate urban environments with respect to the region and the geo-spatial information of the urban surrounding as well as properties of single urban objects, like the object use, constructional details, person densities or the asset value.

Single elements of the introduced approach are validated in [22] and enable a postulation of a resilience quantity for an arbitrary city. Furthermore, single resilience phases, like preparation, prevention, protection or recovery can be evaluated with this structured methodology. In particular, the susceptibility quantity, a generalized frequency of event an exposure measure, is an indicator for preparation and prevention, the vulnerability quantity, a generalized damage expression characterizes robustness and the recovery quantity characterizes response and recovery.

The presented framework intends to provide a quantitative methodology to achieve more robust and sustainable cities. Subsequently, different urban forms are investigated with the introduced approach. Based on the fact of a growing urbanization, the results should give insights for a sustainable growth of agglomerated areas.

4. Analysis Examples of Different Urban Forms

An urban environment reflects a complex interaction of different zonings and functions. Physical footprints are categorized in buildings, open spaces, traffic routes and landscapes and
characterize the morphology [28]. Zonings distinguish between residential, retail, commercial, financial, industrial or educational objects. The variables of a city describe the physical and social characteristics and are dynamic in nature. Examples are physical constraints, growth, population (e.g., age, education or health), economic activities, environmental characteristics or community facilities.

The dynamic growth influences the footprint of a city and can result in a change of the zonings and variables. Urban planning processes encompass a variety of technical and political challenges to characterize and design the environment with respect to the well-being of the population and the natural habitat. To manage the growth and the shaping for tomorrow, new development plans are multi-dimensional in nature and match different variables.

The economic size of a city depends on the available infrastructure, for example. The mixture of different social groups results in a stable community of an urban area (social cohesion). A pedestrian area can give space for human interaction and creativity. The presented resilience framework can be integrated to consider safety and security aspects. The challenge is to achieve a secure and sustainable environment, which still allow for convenient living conditions. New development plans should include policies and objectives to reflect or incorporate the needs of the five phases of the resilience management cycle according to Figure 1 left. These aims have to be adopted depending in particular on the physical layout and the dynamic urban variables, i.e., demographic, social, economic or environmental.

4.1. Characterization and Modelling of the Urban Surroundings

The introduced framework is applied to three different examples representing main urban forms which are oriented to existing cities. The comparison of a compact and a linear city model investigates the resilience depending on the urban footprint. A further assessment describes a central business district to investigate variations of object and construction types. The generated information is intended to provide decision support for urban planning activities to integrate security and sustainability aspects aligned with a dynamic and sustainable growth of agglomerated areas.

As introduced in Section 3, single buildings of the urban surrounding can be abstracted characterized with a certain number of attributes. The consideration of each individual building within a city would exceed the effort of investigation. The introduced framework uses, a set of 10 pre-defined and fully designed buildings [29]. Possible designs are oriented to the categories in the left bar diagram of Figure 3. For each construction type, the physical properties are available to characterize the robustness and hence certain structural damage effects in case of a disruptive event occurrence [25]. Furthermore, the periods for planning and construction are available depending on the building type and result in quantities to estimate the required recovery for the introduced formulation in Equations (2) and (3). Table A1 in the Appendix A gives a detailed overview of the used building types and time scales to estimate the recovery process.

Figure 3 (left) compares the three application cases concerning their construction types in accordance to the list of pre-defined buildings. Based on the high connectivity and the mixture of residential with other uses, the compact city includes a high degree of multi-family houses with commercial use in the ground floor, indicated with “multi-family house +” in the left diagram of Figure 3. Due to the clear separation of zonings, the linear city includes areas with a higher number of industrial buildings and residential areas with single- or multi-family houses. Characteristic for a district with specific task assignment, the central business district includes an increased number of office buildings and office towers.

Next to the constructional characterization, a further description of the three city models includes the description of building use types. The properties of the compact city become apparent by comparison of the object use types, as shown in the right diagram of Figure 3. A high degree of residential objects is mixed with a wide range of different other types within all sectors. Dual use objects (residential and commercial) are considered as commercial use and result in the higher degree of objects for retail and service. The linear city is dominated by approximately two thirds of residential
objects. Besides this object type, buildings dedicated to finance, trading, retail and service dominate the central business district.

![Graph showing distribution of construction types and object use types](image)

**Figure 3.** Distribution of construction types (left) and object use types (right) depending on the investigated city model.

### 4.2. Empirical and Spatial Distributed Evaluation of Disruptive Events

In alignment to the already published parts of the approach [22,23], the introduced framework is applied to evaluate possible terroristic events in the considered urban forms. As shown in Figure 2, a first step includes the quantitative susceptibility analysis. Statistical information from the Terror Event Database [26,27] are combined with the geospatial characteristics of a city to evaluate possible threat positions. Figure 4 visualizes the results with historical data of Western Europe and give the information of possible locations with higher susceptibilities. The color code indicates locations with the highest probability, if a single event occurs.

The results underline the characteristics of the three urban forms. A compact city includes a high mixture of object types, no clear zonings and a higher building density, which is apparent in the upper picture of Figure 4. There are several hotspots with a relative high susceptibility. The clear separation of different zonings within the linear city results in area-covering susceptibilities within an elongated area as shown in the middle picture of Figure 4. Broader areas with residential use generate low criticalities. Finally, the lower picture shows the empirical area distributed results for the central business district. Based on the clear assignment of object types, there are many objects with a similar criticality. In opposite to the linear model, the derived susceptibility is slightly higher and there is no local maximum.

The susceptibility approach in Figure 4 allows an efficient evaluation of possible threat types at certain locations within a single quantity \( S(T_i, A_j) \). The frequency of a disruptive event depends on the empirical data of the threat type and object use. This information is distributed on possible event positions in alignment to the investigated city models [22]. This probability quantity is combined with the vulnerability approach to evaluate expected damage effects at certain positions \( r_o \) in the city model of a certain damage type \( D_k \), as introduced in the general overview of Figure 2.
Figure 4. The quantitative susceptibility analysis combines statistical data per object use with the geospatial information of an urban surrounding to evaluate possible threat positions. Comparison of the three investigated urban forms. The susceptibility is given as probability of any dangerous event per area of size, in case of an occurring disruptive event.

4.3. Quantitative Risk Assessment in F-N Diagrams

The introduced methodology [22,23] uses physical and engineering models to assess expected damage effects. Each combination of threat position $A_j$, as shown in Figure 4, threat type and intensity $T_i$ causes a certain degree of damage and is weighted with the derived susceptibility $S(T_i, A_j)$ that this event occurs. The results can be counted to events with $N$ or more damaged buildings and a corresponding cumulated frequency of occurrence. This information is collected for each investigated urban form of the application examples within a frequency-number (F-N) diagram, see Figure 5. Based on the investigated urban areas, combinations of buildings, threat types and threat positions results in tens of millions possible combinations with respect to the formulations in Equations (2) and (3) which exceeds the capacity of spreadsheet applications. Therefore, the investigated city models are separated into single areas, which results in certain dispersion for each city in the diagram of Figure 5.

The dotted lines separate the diagram into regions for acceptable (green line) or not acceptable (red line) risk quantities. The area between these two criteria marks the “ALARP” region, meaning as low as practicable possible and optional mitigation measures should be considered in relation to their efficiency [30]. Different criteria define the level of acceptance [31]. In this diagram, the “Groningen criterion” according to [30] is chosen.
The central business district is characterized with many equal object types, which result in a relatively uniform distribution of susceptibility, as indicated in the empirical approach in Figure 4. This city model includes many robust construction types, like the high-rise buildings and results in low vulnerabilities with rather restricted local building damage effects and these characteristics result in the lowest quantitative risks of the three considered city models.

A larger proportion of construction types with a high vulnerability, e.g., single-family houses, results for the linear city in the highest criticality of all three examples. The large areal dispersion and the higher percentage of uncritical object types result in the lowest frequencies.

The compact city model includes a high mixture of different object types, a high building density and results in several local hotspots. Different construction types lead to a varying severity concerning the vulnerability. The lowest criticality of the compact city is higher rated than the maximum values of the central business district, which is observable with the yellow and black curves on the ordinate in Figure 5, for example.

Beside the derived risk quantities, the introduced framework enables the consideration of recovery processes, which is quantitatively described as performance over time [22]. The performance is oriented to the usability of an object and depends on the derived degree of damage.

4.4. Analysis of Recovery and Overall Resilience

The results for the response and recovery processes depending on the urban configuration are compared in Figure 6. The application of Equation (3) is visualized in this diagram, meaning the averaged loss of performance for a certain city model, if an adverse event occurs with respect to all possible threat types, threat positions and buildings. The dispersion of risk, as shown in the risk diagram of Figure 5 is eliminated in the performance-time relation by building the average.

In Figure 6, the high vulnerability for the linear city model is present with the strongest drop of performance at the time of the impact. The smallest discontinuity at \( t = 0 \) underlines the robust behavior of the central business district, which is congruent with the results of the risk analysis in Figure 5. Full recovery time of the building usability of the central business district is twice as long as in case of the linear model, which shows a relative short recovery behavior. This circumstance is due to the fact that high-rise buildings have a longer construction time than multi-functional and

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Comparison of the investigated city models within a frequency-number diagram concerning the expected damage and the comparison to criteria of acceptance. Based on the composition of construction types and object uses, each city model results in varying probability that an event with \( N \) or more damaged buildings occurs.
single-family houses, as shown in the overview in Table A1. Hence, the mixture of different object and construction types of the compact city is also reflected with the performance-time relations.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 6.** Comparison of the performance-time relation of the three investigated city models based on the average of the derived risk quantities in combination with expected recovery times.

Per the definition, as shown in Figure 1 (right), an often used single quantity to measure the resilience of a system is realized by integration of the performance loss over time or the loss per time is often used [11,32]. The recovery capabilities are determined in the following with respect to a performance loss function per duration time of disruption (second division by $t_{np} - t_1$), a kind of performance function loss gradient,

$$
R_Q = \frac{1}{Q_{max}(t_{np} - t_1)} \sum_{p=0}^{n_p - 1} \int_{t_p}^{t_{p+1}} (Q_{max} - Q(t)) dt
$$

Additionally, to the pure risk assessment, the recovery behavior influences the target quantity of acceptable resilience. The elongated form of the linear city results in areas, which will be not affected by critical objects and hence small susceptibilities. Many of the residential objects are constructed as a single-family house with masonry wall constructions and result in strong vulnerabilities and hence in critical risk values. The simple construction types include short recovery to reach the initial usability, which has a lasting effect on the defined resilience quantity. The application of Equation (4) shows that the linear city ($R_Q = 0.27 \ [\text{loss per time}]$) has almost the same averaged performance loss per time than the central business district ($R_Q = 0.26 \ [\text{loss per time}]$). Because of the larger proportion of similar object use types, the central business district includes no single hotspots. The averaged risk depends mainly on the vulnerability. The considered construction types to the larger extent of office buildings or towers include longer recovery phases, which is the reason for similar resilience quantities compared to the linear city.

Small free spaces and a high mixture of object types are the main reasons for an aerial susceptibility with several hot spots within the compact city model. A great variety of construction types result accordingly in a broad spread concerning expected damage effects but also in parts with robust behavior and short recovery phases. Within the three applied models and in alignment to the introduced methodology, the outcomes point out that the compact city ($R_Q = 0.22 \ [\text{loss per time}]$) results in the smallest quantities concerning the averaged performance loss over time. This is a very interesting result, since the compact city is also favored from many other perspectives including sustainability and quality of living.
The three application examples underline the benefit of a susceptibility, vulnerability driven and risk-informed resilience assessment. The extension on the further dimension of recovery allows a more precise and deeper evaluation compared to classical risk assessment schemes. Low vulnerability or a high susceptibility results in critical risk values. However, in combination with short recovery phases, such systems can still be comparatively resilient despite critical risk quantities. From a risk perspective, the costs of the overall recovery phase have to be quantified adequately. From a resilience management perspective, classical susceptibility, vulnerability and risk cover only parts of the resilience management cycle. Hence, a correlation between risk and resilience is not mandatory.

The new framework allows a quantification which resilience phase is more effective for the considered urban area. Based on the multi-dimensional and complex characteristics of a certain city type, generalized statements about a most effective resilience improvement measure are not available and requires an individual investigation per city and the examination of different resilience phases. If the assessment results in relatively high susceptibilities, preparation or prevention measures will be more powerful. Protection measures are adequate, if the considered system exhibits high vulnerabilities. Decreasing damage effects result in smaller recovery efforts and require lower efforts concerning the response.

The response and recovery perspective, with focus on reconstruction offers the additional quantification of resilience in terms of recovery times, recovery slopes and expected loss. A steeper slope of the performance function results in a faster recovery and is considered in the applied expression to give an idea of rapidity within the recovery phase. The introduced formulation in Equation (4) results in a single quantity and gives the option of comparability between different cities or resilience improvements.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Within this paper, a risk-based method, as introduced in [22], is applied to three different urban forms and expanded to the aspect of recovery to get insights concerning the resilience of urban areas. Based on a decisive definition of the terminology, the present paper introduces a mathematical concept for the quantification of resilience. Different quantities are identified to be most relevant for the five resilience management phases. Urban modelling quantities have a lasting effect on the preparation phase for resilience. The susceptibility analysis is able to evaluate the prevention phase. Protection measures can be matched with the vulnerability and risk quantities. Recovery processes can be matched with the estimation of time spans for different urban objects. Response measures are only indirectly matched with consideration of other resilience management phases.

The combination of risk quantities and recovery processes deliver a time dependent estimation of performance to quantify resilience. The application of different enhancement measures allows then the evaluation of the effectiveness for single resilience management phases. Preparation, prevention and protection measures can be directly addressed. The management phases of response and recovery are indirectly supported. An increased robustness results in smaller damage effects and hence in smaller efforts concerning response and recovery, for example.

Complex and mostly qualitative social aspects are not considered, but the derived approach delivers a precise estimation of expected losses in terms of loss and degree of recovery of built functionalities of urban objects. However, the performance of buildings is not yet quantified and prized.

The risk-based resilience approach is applied to three typical urban forms concerning the damage type building collapse. The building density, the mixture of object types and the applied construction types determine the various resilience management quantities. City quarters with a clear and homogeneous allocation of use types result in an approximately uniform distribution of susceptibility and the risk depends mainly on the vulnerability effects, as shown with the results of the central business district. Therefore, the application of protection measures would be most effective to result in a resilient surrounding.
The extension on recovery as a further resilience dimension shows that an increasing robustness or low risk values alone are not sufficient to qualify resilient systems. The example of the linear city results in stronger damage effects but a similar resilience quantity compared to the central business district, based on shorter recovery times. The approach allows a quantitative comparison, how effective the investigation of further resilience phases, like preparation of prevention, which could be an option if there are several hotspots at risk.

The high mixture of object and construction types within a compact city results in several hot spots but the composition results in a robust behavior an short recovery and hence in the most resilient morphology in terms of recovery behavior without application of enhancement measures. The inhomogeneous distribution repeals scenarios with strong damage effects or long recovery phases. This fits nicely with the often-attributed sustainability and societal acceptance of compact city forms.

Building density or the distribution of objects, free spaces, construction type or the use of a building are main attributes, which will influence the resilience of an urban surrounding. The results deliver information on how growing agglomerations can be sustainably designed also with regards to new threats. The overall framework and calculation methods builds a possible basis for urban planners, decision makers or insurance companies to analyze and optimize designs of city areas.

Within this paper, terroristic threats are exemplary evaluated. Based on the clear definition, this framework allows also an evaluation of other main kind of disasters. This requires the availability of statistical data and appropriate models to assess expected damage effects. Examples could be models in the range of earthquake events [33] or flood risks [34].

The introduced framework uses validated engineering models and the comparison to real events underline the accuracy of the statistical data. The estimation of recovery phases based on expert knowledge and results in capable quantities to postulate resilience. A possible deviation of recovery times is currently not considered and will be a point of reference for future research. Similar to social aspects, which are currently only indirect matched.
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**Appendix A**

**Table A1.** Overview of pre-defined building types, their construction and time-scales for planning and construction to estimate the recovery process [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Type</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Number of Floors</th>
<th>Recovery Time [month]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Planning,</td>
<td>Approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-family house</td>
<td>Masonry (walls)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (slabs, beams)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-family house</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, slabs, beams)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block of flats</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, slabs, columns)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Type</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Number of Floors</th>
<th>Recovery Time [month]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Planning, Approval</td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial building</td>
<td>Steel (beams) trapezoidal steel profiles (roof, walls)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-family house, mixed use</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, columns, slabs) Steel (columns) Timber (girders)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports hall</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, columns, slabs) Steel (roof construction)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping mall Office building Office tower</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, slabs, columns)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, columns, slabs)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steel (roof construction)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport terminal</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete (walls, slabs, columns) Steel (roof)</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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